Game Accessories
The following items are included with the game:
The d20 dice is used to read the results printed on the player cards and
charts and when performing pitcher stamina checks.
The control die indicating which card to read to get the result of the play.
The stamina die. The red dot indicates you must make a pitcher stamina
check to see if he can remain in the game.
The fielder position die. This die is used with the fielder decider die
(below) to determine which fielder is involved in the play.
The fielder decider die. This die is used with the fielder position die to
determine which fielder is involved in the play. A circle “O” identifies the
fielder in question. If blank, no fielder is selected. If there is both a circle
and a line, you should always orient the die so the line is beneath the
circle.
Solitaire dice that can be used instead of trivia questions. The green
checkmark indicates the question was answered correctly.
The baseball token is passed between players to indicate whose turn it is
to answer the next question.

Getting Started
Determine how many games you intend to play and the format for those games. Since
individual games in Baseball Trivia Challenge can be completed in under 10 minutes, it is
recommended you structure play as a tournament where each matchup is comprised of a
series of three, five or seven games. Alternatively, you may wish to play a short “regular
season” consisting of 8 to 16 games followed by a championship series featuring the two
top-finishers, or “pennant” winners.
Once you have agreed on the number of games and format, you should decide which of the
rules enumerated herein you intend to use and any “house rules” you wish to add. While you
are likely to achieve the most realistic results using the rules provided in these instructions,
you are free to modify them as you see fit!
It is important to decide these things prior to picking teams and/or conducting a draft since
they are likely to influence the teams and/or players selected.

Available Teams
Obviously, not all teams are created equal. Certain teams are easy to win with while other,
less-talented teams make winning a challenge. For this reason, you will want to carefully
consider the teams available to each player to assure everyone a fair chance of winning.

Deciding the Home and Away Team
The home team manager has the option of answering the first trivia question (after which
players take turns). Unless the home team manager chooses to let the visiting team manager
answer first, the home team manager can always be assured of receiving at least as many
questions as the visiting team manager—an advantage that can be worth as many as four
runs. Therefore, you should decide the home and away team by some random process (like
a coin flip) or by making sure each team plays an equal number of home and road games.

Deciding which Players are eligible to play
Lightly-used players sometimes compile gaudy statistics that make them more desirable than
the actual starter. While this is sometimes due to management ineptitude (i.e., the player is
really that good and should have started), it is more often a statistical aberration. This is
particularly true in cases when the player’s plate appearances or innings pitched are
extremely low. To prevent these sorts of players from having an exaggerated effect on the
team’s overall performance, you should adopt rules limiting their play. The following table
will usually suffice in this regard.
Batter Injury Rating

Description

0–4

Starters. No restrictions on how they are used.

5–6

Bench Players. Can be used as pinch-hitters and defensive
replacements.

7–9

Should be relegated to emergency situations only!

Player Ratings
Players are rated in three categories: batting, pitching and fielding. Their overall rating in
each of these categories is based on the number of runs they create for their team (batting)
or the number of runs they allow their opponents to score (fielding and pitching).

Batting Cards
Every player is rated for his overall batting and baserunning abilities. These ratings are
expressed as “runs created.”
Runs created was a relatively new concept in the early 1980s before guys like Peter Palmer
and Bill James launched the whole sabermetrics movement— Palmer with his publication of
The Hidden Game of Baseball and James with his Baseball Abstracts. These days,
sabermetrics terms like runs created, OPS and ERA+ are commonplace and fit comfortably
within the baseball lexicon alongside more traditional terms like batting average, slugging
percent and ERA.
To understand how to interpret each batting card, consider Bryce Harper’s 2017 card below.

At the top of each card is printed the year and team name. In cases when a player played
for multiple teams during the year, his rating and statistics will only reflect those games he
compiled with the team shown. So, for example, if Harper had played for another team
during the year (which he did not), his card would reflect his performance with Washington
only.
Below the player name is the type of card (BATTING, in this case) and, to the right of that,
an “injury” rating. A player’s injury rating reflects the number of games the player played
with the team and is a number from 0 (the player missed few games, if any) to 9. Since it
is possible for a player to be assigned a high injury rating even though he was healthy all
season and merely rode the bench, it is sometimes more useful to view these ratings as a
guideline to how the player was utilized by the team (refer to Deciding which Players are eligible
to play above).
The number in the upper right corner is the overall rating; in this case, it is Harper’s overall
batting rating. It represents the total number of runs on his card if you were to add them all
up.
These runs are represented by the diamonds in the middle section of the card. Each diamond
includes a number representing the result of a 20-sided die roll and the number of runs
associated with that roll. The number of runs can be determined by counting the colored
bases. For example, the number 11 on Harper’s card is associated with 2 runs.
You will observe that certain die rolls aren’t shown. For instance, the number 3 is absent
from Harper’s card. This is because there are no runs associated with that number (die roll).

Weaker hitters have cards that include many more missing numbers than an All-Star like
Harper.
Finally, a subset of Harper’s 2017 batting statistics is shown on the bottom of the card.
These include At Bats (AB), Hits (H), Runs Batted In (RBI), Homeruns (HR), Batting Average
(AVG), and Slugging Average (SLG).

Fielding Cards
On the flip side of each batting card is that player’s fielding card. A player’s fielding rating
is based on how efficiently he performed in the field and is derived from a combination of
fielding statistics of which error percentage is only a small part. For this example, we’ll once
again consider Bryce Harper’s 2017 card.

Since fielding cards are interpreted the same way as batting cards, we’ll only focus on those
areas that are different.
To begin with, notice that instead of an injury rating, the player’s positions are shown
instead. The order in which these positions appear on the card is based on the number of
games played at each position. In Harper’s case, he only played right field. Teammate, Howie
Kendrick (not shown), on the other hand, played a variety of positions: left field, second
base, first base and right field. His positions are listed as “LF 2B 1B RF”.
Since the number of games at each position isn’t shown, you may wish to consult Baseball
Reference (www.baseballreference.com, a truly excellent site) or other online sources to find
these statistics. In Kendrick’s case, he played 38 games in left field, 5 games at second base
and just 3 games each at first base and right field.

You can only play a player at a position listed on his card except in emergency situations
when no other player is available to play the position (e.g., due to injuries, suspensions, etc.)
In such cases, regardless of the player’s fielding prowess, you must use a “Replacement
Player” fielding card for all fielding plays he is involved in. Players are not allowed to play
out of position under any other circumstances! In other words, you are not allowed to sneak
a better batsman into the lineup by taking a fielding penalty.
For the most part, every position a player appeared at is listed on this card with two
exceptions: 1) If the player saw time at every “infield” position (i.e., first base, second base,
third base and shortstop), his card will include “IF” as a position instead of listing each
position separately and 2) If the player played at every “outfield” position (i.e., left field,
center field and right field) his card will include just “OF” as a position.
Finally, like batting cards, fielding cards also include a subset of statistics. These include
Total Chances (TC), Putouts (PO), Assists (A), Errors (E), Double Plays (DP) and Fielding
Percentage (FLD%).

Pitching Cards
Like fielders, pitchers are rated for their ability to prevent opponents from scoring. In addition,
they are also rated on their ability to remain in the game (i.e., their “stamina”) and availability
(i.e., how much “rest” they require between appearances).
By now, you should find the number of runs allowed familiar territory; however, we’ll want
to spend a little time discussing pitcher the rest and stamina ratings referred to earlier. To
begin this discussion, consider Sandy Koufax’s 1962 card.

As before, we’ll only focus on those areas that are different.
Each pitcher is rated as a starter (SP), reliever (RP) or both. A relief pitcher may also be
designated a closer (CL), which allows him to enter the game whenever his team has a lead
between 1 and 3 runs in what could be the final at bat/inning. This is explained in further
detail here ???.
In 1962, Koufax started 26 games and pitched 2 games in relief; therefore, he is rated for
both. His rest and stamina ratings appear in parentheses separated by forward slashes (“/”).
As a starting pitcher (SP), Koufax’s rest and stamina ratings are (4/4/12); they are (1/0/10)
as a relief pitcher (RP).
Read from left-to-right these three numbers refer to 1) the number of games the pitcher must
“rest” between appearances, 2) the number of innings the pitcher is allowed pitch before
any “stamina checks” are made and 3) the highest d20 die roll enabling the pitcher to remain
in the game if a stamina check occurs. These are discussed in detail in section X.X.X.
Pitcher statistics include Wins (W), Losses (L), Saves (Sv), Innings Pitched (IP), Strikeouts
(SO) and Earned Run Average (ERA).

Choosing a Lineup
It is important to remember each player represents the results of an entire inning and take
that into account when setting your lineup. For example, the “leadoff hitter” in Baseball
Trivia Challenge will determine how many runs are scored in the first inning and, if the game
requires extra innings, how many runs are scored in the tenth inning.
For this reason, it often makes sense to front load the first three or four spots in the lineup
with some of the better batters on the team. In addition, placing a strong batsman (e.g., the
“clean-up” batter in a conventional lineup) in the ninth spot can also be beneficial, especially
if you are utilizing the ninth inning rally rule.
In general, the middle of the lineup is where you should place your weakest batters.
In addition to their prowess at the plate, you should pay attention to how well each player
performs in the field. Although fielding plays occur less frequently, there is generally more
variance among fielding ratings than batting and pitching ratings. Consequently, it is often
the case that a good fielder won’t allow any run scoring opportunities while a bad fielder will
make every batter seem like the league batting champ! As a rule, you should favor a good
batter over a good fielder when selecting your lineup, but don’t ignore the impact a good
fielder can have on your team’s potential success.
If you are using historical teams, suggested lineups are provided on each team card.

Assigning Positions
Players must play at one of the positions listed on their card. As noted earlier, you are not
allowed to play a player out of position unless no other player is available. This is true for
pitchers, as well. Relief pitchers are not allowed to start and starters are not allowed to pitch
in relief unless their cards indicates they can do both.

Managing the Pitching Staff
You are free to manage the pitching staff however you choose. If you wish to play your ace
starter in every game, go for it! On the other hand, for those who prefer the strategic aspects
associated with managing a pitching staff, several optional rules exist to assure realistic
usage. These options are described below

Option A
You decide how to manage the staff without restriction. You decide who to start,
how many innings they pitch, and who to pitch in relief. If you make these decisions
realistically, this option is perfectly adequate. Indeed, it is probably the preferred
option when playing a game or two against a friend or solitaire to simulate historical
matchups.

Option B
You must select both a starting and relief pitching rotation. Let’s consider the starting
rotation first.
Selecting a Starting Rotation
You may select any number of pitchers to place in the rotation. If you are playing
with pre-defined teams, you may wish to consult the Starting Rotation listed on the
Team Card. For example, consider the Team Card for the 2017 Los Angeles Dodgers
shown below.

In this case, a 7-man rotation is shown for the Dodgers. The way the rotation works
is simple. After each pitcher completes his starting assignment he is placed back in
the rotation deck based on this Rest Rating. For example, since Kershaw’s Rest Rating
is 4, he is placed behind the next 4 pitchers in the deck (Alex Wood, Rich Hill, Kenta

Maeda and Hyun-Jin Ryu). To get a better idea about how this works, let’s simulate
6 games and see what the rotation looks like after that time. To help you follow
along, here are the Rest Ratings for each pitcher: Kershaw (4), Wood (4), Hill (4),
Maeda (4), Ryu (5), McCarthy (6), Darvish (7).
Kershaw
Wood
Hill
Maeda
Ryu
McCarthy
Darvish

Wood
Hill
Maeda
Ryu
Kershaw
McCarthy
Darvish

Hill
Maeda
Ryu
Kershaw
Wood
McCarthy
Darvish

Maeda
Ryu
Kershaw
Wood
Hill
McCarthy
Darvish

Ryu
Kershaw
Wood
Hill
Maeda
McCarthy
Darvish

Kershaw
Wood
Hill
Maeda
McCarthy
Ryu
Darvish

If this rotation were continued for 162 games, Kershaw and Wood would each make
33 starts, Hill and Maeda would start 32 games, and Ryu, McCarthy and Darvish
would start 11, 11 and 10 games, respectively.
Whenever you use the rotation specified on the Team Card you can be assured it was
tested to produce realistic results. Rotations can be tricky, however. When making a
rotation on your own you may encounter rare cases when a pitcher does not “move
up” in the rotation and never gets a chance to start. In such cases, you can always
pitch him in spots, making sure he is properly rested before each start.
Moving Pitchers in and out of the Starting Rotation
At times, you may wish to move a pitcher out of the Starting Rotation, perhaps so
he can pitch in relief or because he is injured. In case of injury, you can just remove
him from the starting rotation deck and, if he is injured for a period equal to or longer
than his Rest Rating, place him back anywhere in the deck when he is able to return.
If you wish to pitch him in relief, he must rest his required number of games before
doing so. You must use his Rest Rating as a starter for this purpose. Once he is
appropriately rested he is immediately available to pitch in relief.
Selecting a Relief Rotation
Relief pitchers don’t really “rotate”. This is simply a term we’ll use to refer to the way
the “default” relief pitcher is selected. Let’s consider the 2017 Dodgers again.
According to the Bullpen list on the Team Card, Ross Stripling would be the first
reliever to enter the game followed by Pedro Baez, Josh Fields, etc.
But suppose you, as manager, don’t want to put in Stripling; you want Josh Fields or
Luis Avilan to pitch instead.

You can choose between three options:
1. Put in whoever you’d like and don’t worry about it. In such cases, there no need
for a default relief rotation.
2. If you want to make sure the pitchers in your bullpen are being used as they were
in real life, you can still choose whoever you’d like so long as they don’t exceed
the game limits shown on the Relief Pitcher Maximum Games Chart (above right).
To use this chart, locate the pitcher’s Relief Rest Rating in the leftmost column
and read the number in the cell corresponding the number of games you intend to
play. For example, a pitcher with a Rest Rating of 1 may pitch in no more than 4
games during a 7-game series (Note: Although, you should attempt to limit the
number of consecutive games a relief pitcher pitches to no more than three, you
don’t have to).
This approach works fine and is very flexible; however, it requires you to record
each pitcher’s appearances, which can be a hassle, especially if you’re not keeping
stats.
Also, you will need to decide how to handle cases when a pitcher is forced to
exceed his game limit due to extra-inning games, injuries, or the starting staff
failing to last deep into games.
3. The preferred approach is to use the Relief Pitcher Warm-up Chart along with the
default pitcher rotation. To use this chart, you decide which pitcher you’d like to
enter the game then roll to see if he warms up properly. If your roll falls inside the
range listed, he may enter the game immediately. If he fails to warm-up properly,
he must remain where he is in the rotation and may only enter the game when
it’s his turn.
You may attempt to warm-up as many pitchers as you’d like, but you are allowed
only one roll per pitcher per game.

Regardless of who enters the game and how, relief pitchers are placed at the bottom
of the relief rotation deck after they finish pitching and are never allowed to re-enter
the game.
In extreme cases, you may “run out” of relief pitchers. When this occurs, the last
available relief pitcher may pitch up to 5 innings and you may ignore all stamina
checks during his time in the game. If the game still is not over after he has pitched
5 innings, you must replace his card with a pitcher Replacement Player card which
you must use for the remainder of the game.
Closers
There is usually one relief pitcher on each team with a pitching type “CL”. You may,
but are not required to, assign these pitchers the “designated closer” role.
Only pitchers with a pitching type “CL” may be designated the closer.
Closers play a special role in the bullpen. They are not in the relief rotation; instead,
they may only enter the game when their team has a lead between 1 and 3 runs in
what could be the final at bat (or inning). Note that this is the only restriction placed
on the designated closer; there are no restrictions placed on the number of games he
can play or the number of innings he can pitch.
Closers may also pitch in normal relief. In such cases they are not the designated
closer and are no longer automatically allowed in the game whenever their team has
a lead between 1 and 3 runs in what could be the final at bat/inning. Instead, they
would have to be next up in the rotation or would need to warm-up properly to pitch
in those situations, the same as any other reliever.
Of course, you can move a closer between these roles as you see fit. If properly
rested, you can remove a closer from the relief rotation, designate him the closer,
and immediately put him in the game in that role and vice-versa.
Finally, while closers are an important part of today’s game, this wasn’t always the
case. Some older teams don’t have a closer; in other cases, the “closer” may have
recorded only a handful of saves. In such cases, you may wish to include them as
part of the relief rotation and simply attempt to get them in the game when save
situations arise. This also applies to teams that lose a lot since save opportunities will
be few and far between.

Playing the Game
At this point, you should have decided how many games you are going to play, the home
and away team, your batting order, starting pitcher rotation and relief rotation. You’ve
managed to get through the hard part. You’re now ready to play ball!
To help illustrate how the game is played, we’ll play a portion of a mock game between
2017 Minnesota and 2017 New York.

Ervin Santana will take the hill for Minnesota and Luis Severino will pitch for New York.
New York will be the home team and will be managed by a fictional character named “Joe”.
Minnesota will be the road team and will be managed by “Paul”.
For each at bat, our fictional players will roll 5 dice. We’ll discuss the significance of each
die as the game progresses.

First Inning

Brian Dozier will bat for Minnesota. Paul rolls the dice. The first die is a d20. Paul rolled an
11, which is the number he’ll use to determine the result of the at bat. The second die is the
control die; it has a bat icon indicating he must read the result from the batter’s card. The
third die, referred to as the stamina die, has a red dot.
The red dot normally indicates we must perform a stamina check; however, since it is only
the first inning and Severino can pitch 4 innings before any stamina checks are necessary,
we can ignore it for now. (Note: Refer to Pitching Cards to learn how to read a pitching
card).
Finally, the other two dice, referred to as the fielder position die and fielder decider die,
respectively, are only used to select which fielder is involved on fielding plays (an outcome
I’ll discuss in detail later).
The number 11 correspond to 1 run on Dozier’s card (notice the baseball diamond with one
colored base and the number 11 in the middle).
Since Joe is the home team manager, he got to decide who would answer the first question
and chose himself.
Paul grabs a trivia card and reads the first question:

Joe guesses Kirby Puckett as the answer to the question “After winning the Gold Glove
Aware in 10 of his first 11 season, he never won another.” The correct answer is Ken
Griffey, Jr. Since Joe answered incorrectly, Minnesota scores 1 run. Joe passes the baseball
token to Paul as a reminder that he will be the one to answer the next question. In the
meantime, Aaron Judge is striding to the plate.

Joe rolls a 10. The control die has an icon of a baseball and glove, indicating the result must
come from a fielder if one is identified (the glove icon); otherwise, Joe must refer to the
pitcher’s card (the ball icon).
The two fielding dice are used to identify the fielder in question. The fielder position die will
always reveal one of three sets of numbers {1 2 3}, {4 5 6} or {7 8 9}. These refer to the
standard shorthand for baseball player positions (1 = pitcher, 2 = catcher, 3 = first
baseman, 4 = second baseman, 5 = third baseman, 6 = shortstop, 7 = left fielder, 8 =
center fielder, 9 = right fielder).
The fielder decider die indicates which of the three fielders revealed by the fielder position
die is involved in the play and can also be blank. A circle identifies the fielder in question. If
there is both a circle and a line, you should always orient the die so the line is beneath the
circle.
To resolve the play, Joe must identify the player indicated and read the result from his
fielding card (which is always on the back side of his batting card for position players and
included as a separate generic card for pitchers). Note that if the second die were blank, the
result would be read from the pitcher’s card since a specific fielder would not have been
identified (i.e., we wouldn’t know whether to use the pitcher’s fielding card, the catcher’s
fielding card or the first baseman’s fielding card).

In this example, the fielder identified is 3, the first baseman. The first baseman for Minnesota
is Joe Mauer. As you can see, Manager Joe could have rolled any number; it wouldn’t have
made any difference.
Mauer, a former All-Star catcher, has been less consistent defensively the last few years
compared to his earlier playing days, but nonetheless enjoyed a solid season with Minnesota
in 2017, committing just two error from over a thousand chances.
Judge is turned away and the score remains 1-0 Minnesota.

Second Inning

Miguel San, who belted 28 homeruns in just 424 at bats is up for Minnesota. Paul rolls an
11. Since the control die has a bat icon, he must read the result from the batter’s card. The
number 11 does not appear on Sano’s card so no runs are possible.

New York’s All-Star catcher, Gary Sanchez, readies himself for the pitch. Paul rolls a 13.
The control die indicates that the result must come from either the pitcher or a fielder if one
is identified. Since a specific fielding position is not identified, the result is read from the
pitcher’s card. The number 13 does not appear on Santana’s card so no runs score.
Whenever a 13 is rolled to determine the result of an at bat, you must roll again and consult
the Rare Play & Injury Chart. The Rare Play & Injury Chart is included in the game as two
double-sided cards. The first card is shown below.

Paul rolls the d20 die again and gets a 7: “The center fielder crashes into the wall, injuring
his shoulder. Consult the Injury Duration Chart.”
The center fielder for Minnesota is Byron Buxton, who has an injury rating (INJ) of 2. To use
the Injury Duration Chart, locate the player’s injury rating on the chart corresponding the
maximum number of games being played. For example, if you are playing a 7-game series,
you should consult the 6 to 10 games row, even though the series could finish in 4 games.
Note, too, that it doesn’t matter how many games have already been played. If you are
playing game five of a 7-games series you would still consult the 6 to 10 games row.

In this example, the result is 0, indicating that Byron Buxton will not miss any additional
games; however, he is considered injured for the current game and must be replaced. Joe
selects Zack Granite to replace him. Let’s jump ahead to the seventh inning

Seventh Inning

The score is Minnesota 3, New York 1. Zack Granite who replaced the injured Byron Buxton
in the second inning is up to bat. Paul rolls an 18. Since the control die has a bat icon, he
must read the result from the batter’s card. Remarkably, the number 18 appears on Granite’s
card and corresponds to 1 run.
Joe, whose turn it was to answer the trivia question, gets is wrong and Minnesota scores another run to
lead 4-1.
In Addition, the red dot on the stamina die indicates we must perform a stamina check.
Since the d20 is an 18 and Severino is only allowed to remain in the game on rolls less than
or equal to 6 (his rest and stamina rating is 4/4/6), he must be replaced.

Chase Headley is set to face Santana, whose turned in a masterful performance so far. Jpe
rolls a 14. The result is a fielding play to the pitcher. Since pitchers are only rated for pitching
and batting, Joe must consult the generic Pitcher Fielding card.

Since 14 corresponds to 1 run, Joe has a chance of scoring. It is Paul’s chance to answer
the question and he gets it wrong. Since the run came from a fielding card the run is
unearned, but it counts all the same. Joe has narrowed the gap to 4-2.
Finally, since Santana replaced his stamina check, he must be replaced.

Eighth Inning

The next pitcher in the New York relief rotation is Dellin Betances, but Joe wants to save
him for the ninth inning in case it isn’t a save situation and Chapman (who he designated
the closer) is not available. He decides to use the Relief Pitcher Warm-Up Chart and rolls to
get Chad Green in the game instead.

Chad Green’s rest rating is 3, so he needs to roll a 5 or less. He rolls a 16. Next, he tries to use Adam
Warren, whose rest rating is a 2. This time he rolls a 9 (he needed to roll a 7 or less). Finally, he rolls a 4 to
allow Chasen Shreve (whose rest rating is 3) into the game.
With the pitching situation settled, Paul rolls a 7, which corresponds to 3 runs on Shreve’s card.
This time it’s Paul’s turn to answer the trivia question, and he gets it right! Minnesota pushes 3 runs across
the plate and lead 7-2!
Finally, since the stamina die was blank, Shreve can remain in the game.

After failing to get either Taylor Rogers or Trevor Hildenberger into the game, Paul settles
for Tyler Duffy, whose 30 rating fairly describes a season that saw him post a 4.94 ERA
and 1.366 WHIP. He is facing shortstop Didi Gregorius. Joe rolls a 1, which corresponds to 1
runs on Gregorius’ card. Joe answers the question correctly.
Duffey’s stamina is 0, which means that he must be removed if the stamina dice shows a red dot regardless
of the d20 roll. Since this is indeed the case, Duffey must be replaced.

Ninth Inning

Although Shreve could have remained in the game, Joe was having none of it. After hurling
Shreve’s card across the room when he allowed 3 runs to score, it was clear Joe was
contemplating a change. Since Betances was up next in the order and Joe had previously
rolled for the relievers he would have preferred, he gets the call.
Paul rolls a 6, which isn’t on Betances’ card. The score remains 7-3 in favor of Minnesota.

Unable to bring in the designated closer (to do so Minnesota would need a lead of less than
3 runs), Paul selects Ryan Pressly, who is next in the rotation.

Meanwhile, Joe, whose team is trailing, decides to use the Ninth Inning Rally Chart to
determine the result of the at bat. To add to the suspense, he decides to hold off rolling the
d20 die and rolls the other four dice separately.
The control die is a baseball, meaning that Joe must use the pitcher rating (28) to determine
the result. He locates the correct chart and finds the entry corresponding to 28 and 4 (since
New York trails by 4 runs). It is a 7. Therefore, he must roll a 7 or less on the d20 to have
a chance to score 4 runs and tie the game. He rolls the d20.

It’s a 3! Joe still has a chance!
Now it’s your turn. Can you answer the question to tie the game and send it into extra
innings?

